
 

 

March 28 

Senate Insurance  

5:30 400 Capitol 

 

SB 757- PBM Audits- ILHIC is opposed to SA#1.  However, SA#2 is agreed to language and ILHIC will remove its 

opposition with SA#2.   

 

SB 1288- Dental Leasing Networks- ILHIC is Neutral with SA#1.  This language is an agreement between ILHIC, the 

Dental Associations, ACLI, and other stakeholders.   

 

SB 1289- Dental Fee Bill- ILHIC has no Position. 

   

SB 1527 Compression Sleeve Mandate- ILHIC has no position.  With the effective date change of 1-1-2025 presented in 

SA#2, ILHIC removes its opposition.  

  

SB 1568- Disability Income- ILHIC is Neutral with SA #2, which allows the Department to collect more information on 

disability income plans so stakeholders have a comprehensive view at any policy implications.   

 

SB 1912- Rate Review- ILHIC is opposed. Public Act 102-0900, that just passed in the 102nd, required the Department of 

Insurance to oversee a study to explore rate setting approaches with the goal of making coverage more affordable for 

low to middle income residents.  The Department sent the data call to collect information to conduct the study with a 

due date from issuers of November 23, 2022.  This study is to receive actual data on what policy options are the best for 

the specific goals in mind.  That study has not been finalized.  Moving towards a policy without the research that was 

required by previous legislation for rate assessments would be wasting precious resources and insight into what would 

be best for our state with those specific goals in mind.  Additionally, Rate Review is now being tied to the State moving to 

a State Based Exchange, which does not establish an assessment cap on insurers, increasing costs for consumers across 

the State.  

 

 

https://www.ilga.gov/legislation/publicacts/102/102-0900.htm


 

March 29 

House Healthcare Licenses  

11:00AM 122 B Capitol 

 

HB 559 Healthcare Workforce Act- ILHIC has no position on HA# 1.  ILHIC is opposed to HA#2 due to the 2024 effective 

date.  However, that suggestion was addressed in HA#3.   

 


